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Abstract

This paper presents some proposals to improve the performance of an evolutive algorithm
applied to a problem known as the “Oil Collector Vehicle Routing Problem” (OCVRP) used in
a Brazilian oil company to collect oil in artificial lift wells. This paper focus on the analysis of
evolutive algorithms added with procedures of local search and data mining. Three algorithms
were developed: a basic model of genetic algorithm (BGA), another using additional procedures
of local search (GA1) and a third that employed procedures of local search and data mining
(GA2). Computational results show that the algorithm GA2 outperforms the other versions
concerning the quality of solutions, indicating that the inclusion of a data mining procedure can
significantly improve the performance of this kind of metaheuristic.
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1 Introduction

Concerning the oil exploitation of onshore wells there is a class of them called artificial lift wells
where the use of artificial elevation methods to exploit oil is necessary. In this case a fixed system
of beam pumping is used when the well has a high productivity. Because the product is not
renewable, the quantity of oil diminishes until it becomes economically unfeasible to keep the
equipment allocated to that location permanently. The oil exploitation of wells of low productivity
can be done by mobile equipment coupled to a truck, that visits these wells to exploit oil. Usually,
the collector mobile is not able to visit all these wells in a unique day. In this way this problem,
called the Oil Collector Vehicle Routing Problem (OCVRP), can be described as a vehicle routing
problem beginning and finishing at a local origin, known as the oil treatment station, visiting all
wells of a subset J of N , where N is the set of wells, aiming the maximization of the quantity of
collected oil without violating the constraint of time to cover the tour [2].

The OCVRP can be associated with a symmetric graph G(N,E), where each vertex represents
a well and the edges correspond to the roads existing between each pair of wells. Each vertex j ∈ N
has a level of oil qj and each edge {i, j} of E has an associated value tij that represents the time
to cover this edge.

The OCVRP can be considered as a generalization of the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP)
and is classified as a NP-hard problem. In literature, to our best knowledge there is only one paper
about the OCVRP, in which the authors present a basic genetic algorithm for solving this problem
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[2]. There are similar problems to the OCVRP such as the travelling purchaser problem [6], the
prize collecting problem [3] and the orienteering problem [8]. Because of the high computational
complexity of the OCVRP, approximate methods or heuristics are good alternatives to find solu-
tions of good qualities for this problem. The literature has shown that this kind of problem can
be solved efficiently through evolutive metaheuristics [5] [10]. In this work, three versions of evo-
lutive algorithms are proposed to solve the OCVRP. Initially a basic GA is developed (BGA) and
then other versions including procedures of local search (GA1), and local search with data mining
(GA2) are proposed. In Section 2 the proposed algorithms are presented. Section 3 presents the
computational results. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.

2 Evolutive Algorithms

Evolutive algorithms and more specifically its most popular model, genetic algorithms, are itera-
tive heuristic procedures where at each iteration a population of solutions is generated. In these
algorithms, the process of generation of new solutions are usually done through combinations of
existing solutions. In case of GAs, the usual reproduction operators are known as mutation and
crossover.

GAs in particular are techniques already very known in literature and are used to solve prob-
lems considered hard in several areas, although they have not shown to be much efficient to solve
combinatorial optimization problems of high computational complexity in their basic form.

In order to improve the performance of GAs, researchers have proposed variations of GAs such
as memetic algorithms [9], scatter search [8], and population heuristics [4]. Many papers propose
the use of procedures of local search to improve the performance of GAs.

In this paper we propose not only a basic genetic algorithm for solving the OCVRP but versions
incorporated with procedures of local search and data mining as well.

2.1 Basic Genetic Algorithm (BGA)

In this algorithm, concepts of the basic version of GAs were employed. The steps of representation
of a solution, generation of a initial population of solutions, evaluation of solutions (fitness function),
reproduction of new solutions and stopping criterion are described as follows.

In order to represent a solution, a list of integer numbers of variable size, whose maximum
size is n, where n = |N | represents the number of wells existing with enough oil level to justify
a visiting of the collector vehicle, is used. The list is initiated with zero (origin i = 0) and each
integer number of the list is associated with a well. The position of a well in this list represents
its order in the visiting. Thus, a solution composed of five wells to be visited from 0, could be
0-6-3-4-5-2-0. In this solution the visiting would occur in the following order: 6,3,4,5,2.

To generate a set of feasible initial solutions, a criterion based on the priority of visiting of
each well j not yet visited is used. This priority is represented by the quotient priority(i, j) =
(level(j)/time(j)) where level(j) and time(i, j) represent respectively the level of oil available in
j and the time spent to travel from the well i included more recently to the well j in the partial
solution. Thus, let i be the most recently included well in the solution (that initiates with vertex
zero), a candidate list (CL) composed of all wells not yet selected is created and from it the k best
candidates are selected, where k is an entry parameter, what constitutes a restricted candidate
list(RCL). From the RCL a vertex is chosen randomly.

This procedure is repeated generating new lists RCL until a complete solution is reached. This
random choice on RCL allows to generate different initial solutions of OCRL.



The goal of this problem is the maximization of the oil volume collected in the visited wells
respecting the time constraint to conclude the route. The fitness of a solution is measured by the
objective function of the problem. For each reproduction phase, the classical operators of mutation
and crossover were employed.

2.2 Genetic algorithms with local search (GA1)

In basic genetic algorithms such as the BGA, the inefficiency of operators such as crossover to
generate local optimal solutions of good quality in combinatorial problems is well known.

One possibility to reduce or eliminate this limitation would be the replacement of the operator
crossover by a more efficient one or the addition of procedures of local search in BGA.

In this context, we propose a new version of GA, called GA1, using a nearest neighborhood
heuristic (NNH) instead of the operator crossover and an additional procedure of local search.

The algorithm NNH generates a solution (offspring) from p solutions (parents) of the current
population, where p ≥ 2. Chosen p parents, for each vertex (well) belonging to at least one parent,
a list of its adjacent vertexes (neighbors) in the p vertexes is built. To generate an offspring from
an origin i = 0 the following steps are executed. Considering the vertex most recently allocated in
the solution, called current, the nearest vertex of its adjacent list is selected. If it is already present
in the partial solution, the next nearest is chosen. If the list empties, a vertex not yet allocated is
selected randomly. To generate more than one offspring, we can adopt a restricted candidate list
(RCL) composed of the s nearest neighbors of current, from which a vertex is chosen randomly.
This random choice allows p parents to generate different offspring’s.

In the local search procedure here proposed, for a feasible solution of the problem (base solution),
for each vertex k of this solution a list lk of the r closest neighbors not present in the current
solution is created. Then, from the base solution, a replacement of a vertex k is executed one at
a time, exchanging it with one of the list lk. At each exchanging, the fitness is figured out and
the best solution may be updated. In order to accomplish the next exchange the base solution is
re-considered again. The values p, s and r are entry parameters.

The local search procedure is executed whenever the GA updates the best solution.
The stopping criterion usually adopted is the maximum number of iterations of GA and/or the

number of consecutive iterations without improvement of the best generated solution so far.

2.3 Genetic algorithm with local search and data mining (GA2)

Concerning the improvement of GAs, one possibility is to take advantage of the information of the
best feasible solutions generated so far (elite solutions).

To implement this idea, schemata notions could be used, where part of the genes of a chromo-
some of the GA would be fixed. However, few practical contributions exist because of the difficulty
of definition of the way and the moment a gene should be fixed to a constant value to improve the
performance of the algorithm.

In this paper, the use of data mining concepts is proposed in order to obtain relevant information
found in the best generated solutions by the GA.

The inclusion of the Data Mining procedure aims to improve the performance of the GA. This
procedure was based on the Apriori algorithm proposed by Rakesh Agrawal [1], but with some
adaptations that turned it more efficient to our proposals.

The adaptations allowed for the data mining algorithm to recognize the most usual sequences
of vertexes (wells) belonging to the elite set considering the different orders of theses wells in these
sequences [1].



Each generated sequence of vertexes (wells) that belongs to the elite set and that satisfies the
support, given as an entry parameter of the program, corresponds to an itemset [1].

The data mining procedure is executed whenever the best solution is updated by the iterations
of the GA.

In the following step, after the execution of the data mining procedure, each solution of the
current population is analyzed and the feasibility of inclusion of each itemset generated is verified.
If the included itemset does not result in an improvement in the fitness of the solution, the previous
state is recovered and the following itemset is verified. An itemset is included in the best position of
the current route, i.e., all pairs of vertexes of the solution are analyzed, and the itemset is included
between the pair that offers the best value. Eventually, some vertexes will have to be discarded
with the inclusion of an itemset in order not to violate the time constraint.

3 Computational Results

To our best knowledge, there are not public sites with instances of this problem. Thus, to evaluate
the algorithms here proposed a set of test problems of different dimensions was generated. Ten
instances were created for each dimension: 100, 120, 300, 500 and 1000 vertexes. Each instance
from 100 to 500 vertexes was executed 10 times and the instances of 1000 vertexes once for each
algorithm. In all instances there is an origin vertex at which every solution must begin and finish.
The level of oil of each well and the time to cover the distance between each pair of wells were
generated randomly.

The average results are shown in tables 1 and 2. We used the following parameters in the
algorithms: number of genes of a chromosome is the number of wells of OCVRP, the stopping
criterion is 500 iterations, size of population is 200, size of the elite set is 5 solutions, maximum
time to cover the route is 8 hours.

In tables 1 and 2, the first column presents the algorithms and the dimension of each instance, in
the other columns the value of each cell represents the average error concerning the best solution and
the best time obtained by each instance varying from 1 to 10, considering all proposed algorithms.

Table 1 shows that the version with data mining always obtains the best solution and that
this superiority increases with the dimension of the problem. This fact demonstrates the high
potential of this technique for solving real problems of high dimensions. Concerning the required
computational time, BGA, as already expected, presented the best times and GA2 the worst (see
Table 2).

Although the execution times required by GA2 are much worse than those obtained by the
other versions, we could observe in our empirical tests that in GA2, the best solution has always
been obtained before the iteration 300 while in the other versions, in many cases, the best solutions
were obtained in a number of iterations close to 500.

4 Conclusions

Based on tables 1 and 2, we can conclude that the proposal of incorporation of procedures of data
mining in an evolutive algorithm can improve its performance significantly concerning the quality of
generated solutions, mainly in instances with high dimensions. This improvement can be explained
by the fact that the procedure of data mining reduces the search space in highly combinatorial
problems. Consequently, best quality local optima are explored, increasing the chances of reaching
a global optimum in such problems.



Algorithm-dimension \instances 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

BGA100 31.9 30.68 31.02 29.5 26.53 48.81 47.02 19.04 48.85 45.24

GA1-100 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.19 1.25 7.15 10.57 9.18 13.98 12.2

GA2-100 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

BGA-120 31.94 33.58 31.1 21.13 21.66 52.49 56.58 50.64 47.28 49.08

GA1-120 0.00 0.16 0.89 3.2 2.05 13.14 21.76 16.64 16.64 13.71

GA2-120 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

BGA-300 22.07 22.25 21.89 24.51 27.79 49.15 48.62 54.48 49.1 51.61

GA1-300 12.79 15.34 14.07 17.51 17.83 24.21 26.13 26.96 27.75 26.39

GA2-300 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

BGA-500 55.86 43.27 51.04 44.53 47.24 50.61 44.57 46.1 46.95 47.93

GA1-500 30.57 27.87 30.46 22.97 28.7 28.68 32.27 23.54 28.07 30.74

GA2-500 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

BGA-1000 49.88 41.48 42.15 48.71 45.85 46.37 43.94 43.89 46.28 56.35

GA1-1000 33.57 24.48 29.24 29.96 32.38 30.67 29.89 27.07 28.94 33.77

GA2-1000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Table 1: Average performance of the proposed algorithms concerning the quality of solutions

In future work, we intend to develop more economical versions of the algorithm GA2 where the
selected itemsets by the data mining procedure are inserted only in a small percentage of the best
individuals of the population. We also intend to adjust the maximum number of iterations of GA2.
Thus, we expect to obtain a similar algorithm to GA2 concerning the quality of the generated
solutions with a drastical reduction of the execution times.

Other proposals include the development of genetic algorithms with procedures of data mining
to solve other optimization problems and the implementation of parallel versions of GA2 to reduce
the computational time.
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